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Abstract
PROJECT GOAL: To design and build an autonomous rover prototype from scratch that can
autonomously navigate a wind farm to collect and extract data from wind turbine footage.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: Wind farms are o�en situated in remote locations, with their turbines
spread across a large land area. As the world shi�s to renewable energy, demand for
autonomous surveyor robots will grow to help monitor and improve efficiency of wind farms.

The rover design is based on an electric All-Terrain Vehicle (ATV). The rover includes a gimbal
mounted camera to record wind turbines, weather instrumentation to measure wind speed and
direction, a GPS module attached to a Raspberry Pi4 used to generate a navigation for the rover,
a TFmini Plus Li-DAR module for obstacle avoidance, and two 12V 50Ah Lithium batteries, a
Monocrystalline 120-Watt Solar Panel, and solar charge controller providing a renewable source
of power for the rover. This equipment has been assembled and integrated onto the ATV frame,
with so�ware allowing the rover to traverse along a navigational way-point path to collect
turbine video and weather conditions autonomously.

An external so�ware package was created for post-processing the collected wind turbine
footage to determine the rotational speed of the turbine s̓ blades. The processed data is used to
monitor acceptable turbine performance and improve wind turbine efficiency.

The Project was determined to meet the following criteria:
● The rover shall navigate using series of pre-programmed GPS coordinates
● The rover shall be able to take measurements of wind speed, direction, temperature,

and record video footage of turbines
● The rover shall slow down and stop if an obstacle is detected in its path, and resume if

or when it is cleared
● The rover shall be able to traverse over terrain with minor bumps and elevation changes
● The rover shall be powered entirely by an on-board solar panel
● Rover shall inspect 3 turbines per outing, and make 1 outing per week

External so�ware shall assist a user in determining turbine blade RPM by tracking color
changes in a point of the footage

This project won the Craig M. Berge Deans̓ Award for Most Outstanding Project in Spring 2021.



Team Member Summary
There were five team members including myself that contributed to this project.

Juliusz “Maurice” Jakobowski: As the only ECE (Electrical and Computer Engineering) major on
the team, Maurice single-handedly designed the so�ware and electrical subsystems of the
rover. He worked tirelessly to design wiring diagrams, debug and troubleshoot rover so�ware
programs, determined electrical requirements for the rover, and created a stellar graphical user
interface (GUI).

Susannah Kohn: Susannah utilized her industry experience with Raytheon to build our
important documentation in a professional manner. As a Mechanical Engineering major on the
team, she also contributed her experience to advising the mechanical modeling, as well as
provided helpful insight to choosing mechanical parts.

Daniel Lansdown: Aside from myself, Daniel was a Mechanical Engineering student who
modeled all parts and assemblies in SOLIDWORKS, as well as conducted stress analyses to
determine failure of different fabricated parts. Daniel was the team lead in the first semester of
the project, and he excelled at keeping the team on top of deadlines through effective and
frequent communication, which he continued into the second semester.

Torrey Petersen: Torrey became the team lead in the second semester, acting as the interface
between our team and our sponsor from TEP. As an Industrial Engineering student, Torrey was
also the procurement lead, a position charged with filing purchase orders and monitoring the
project budget.

Peter Vollmer: I was the third Mechanical Engineering student on the team, and contributed to
the other half of 3D modeling in SOLIDWORKS. My house became the location where all parts
were sent; thus, I was the one to recreate the 3D model of the rover frame to permit my team to
further their design online. The majority of the building and assembly of the rover occurred in
my front yard. Additionally, I filmed the majority of and edited all of our final video
presentation for Design Day.
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Scope
PROJECT GOAL: To design and build an autonomous rover prototype from scratch that can
autonomously navigate a wind farm to collect and extract data from wind turbine footage.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: Wind farms are o�en situated in remote locations, with their turbines
spread across a large land area. As the world shi�s to renewable energy, demand for
autonomous surveyor robots will grow to help monitor and improve efficiency of wind farms.

The rover design is based on an electric All-Terrain Vehicle (ATV). The rover includes a gimbal
mounted camera to record wind turbines, weather instrumentation to measure wind speed and
direction, a GPS module attached to a Raspberry Pi4 used to generate a navigation for the rover,
a TFmini Plus Li-DAR module for obstacle avoidance, and two 12V 50Ah Lithium batteries, a
Monocrystalline 120-Watt Solar Panel, and solar charge controller providing a renewable source
of power for the rover. This equipment has been assembled and integrated onto the ATV frame,
with so�ware allowing the rover to traverse along a navigational way-point path to collect
turbine video and weather conditions autonomously.

An external so�ware package was created for post-processing the collected wind turbine
footage to determine the rotational speed of the turbine s̓ blades. The processed data is used to
monitor acceptable turbine performance and improve wind turbine efficiency.

The Project was determined to meet the following criteria:
● The rover shall navigate using series of pre-programmed GPS coordinates
● The rover shall be able to take measurements of wind speed, direction, temperature,

and record video footage of turbines
● The rover shall slow down and stop if an obstacle is detected in its path, and resume if

or when it is cleared
● The rover shall be able to traverse over terrain with minor bumps and elevation changes
● The rover shall be powered entirely by an on-board solar panel
● Rover shall inspect 3 turbines per outing, and make 1 outing per week
● External so�ware shall assist a user in determining turbine blade RPM by tracking color

changes in a point of the footage







System Block Diagram



Technical Data Package Summary

The Technical Data Package provides the overall design baseline of the Oso Pequeno Wind
Turbine Farm Inspection Robot (or rover) including all design drawings, schematics, so�ware
design documents, test procedures, models and analyses. The project scope of Oso Pequeno
was to provide Tucson Electric Power (TEP) with a semi-autonomous surveyor robot capable of
providing quality control data and instrumentation on a weekly basis.  Throughout the project,
it was a constant assumption that the rover would operate with minimal human interaction.
The Oso Pequeno rover was constructed to reduce the burden on TEP technicians to travel to
the Oso Grande wind farm, while also providing easy-to-read and workable data inspecting
wind turbine performance and integrity.

To start, the rover was constructed with four main assemblies: Computer, Body, Electrical and
Power.  Each of these assemblies were further divided into subassemblies as shown in our
system architecture with each subassembly fulfilling system requirements of the overall rover.
These system requirements were organized into separate categories (Performance,
Environmental, Design and Interface) for the purpose of verifying the components making up
our rover (outlined in the system architecture). The performance requirements make up
verification methods to ensure the integrity of the meteorological measurements, video
recording data storage, and “stop” and “end” waypoint. The environmental requirements focus
on meeting the NEMA 4, IP66, NEC 2018 and UL Ratings for the rover to operate with water and
dust resistance.  In addition the environmental requirements also verifies that the rover is able
to stop within a reasonable distance using a basic Lidar sensor module.  The design
requirements verify that the rover shall use a high-definition camera to record wind turbines,
power using a renewable form of energy, maintain reasonable physicality in size and weight as
well as operate under budget.  Lastly the interface requirements work to ensure that the
so�ware of the rover is able to store data gathered from the rover s̓ other functions.

The Oso Pequeno rover incorporates a wide variety of mounting assemblies to provide
operational support with the rover s̓ on-board functions. The rover utilizes a childrens̓
electrical quad ATV as its base frame to provide support to all other assemblies.  First, a pan-tilt
servo and camera mounting system was placed in the front of the rover s̓ steering column and
held in place using a pair of L-brackets screwed directly onto the rover itself for adjustable
mounting support.  Second, a linear actuator and mounting bar replaced the original
differential and acted as a push-pull mechanism to adjust the wheel orientation using so�ware
programming.  Third, a LiDar module was mounted using a specially designed plate welded to
the front of the rover to provide basic obstacle detection for approximately 10-20 feet.  Fourth,
all electronics and components are powered using two on-board batteries which are screwed
into place and mounted on the side bars of the ATV frame using NEMA 4 enclosure boxes.
Fi�h, the electronics were all placed on an aluminum plate with complete vibration isolation



support (via anti-vibration mounts and silicon heat absorption foam).  Adhesive was used to
hold all electronics in place, with the electronics plate itself placed inside a NEMA 4
Hubbell-Wiegmann Electronics Enclosure box for weather, water, and dust protection.  The
Electronics Enclosure box was modified with cuts and drill holes while being bolted to the rover
frame itself using a pair of L-brackets.  These pair of L-brackets were welded on each side of the
rover frame to prevent over-tipping of the electronics box.   Sixth, a pipe sleeve was welded
onto the steering column to provide mounting support for the Weather Meter Kit.  Seventh, a
Newpower Solar Panel was mounted to the rover using a Renogy Solar Panel pole mounting kit.
The support arms of this mounting kit were cut in half to provide a zero-degree tilt angle for the
solar panel, as specified in early requirements and to prevent overtipping due to high-speed
wind conditions on the wind farm.

To ensure the full operation of the wind turbine surveyor robot, a wiring diagram was
constructed to connect all electrical components and provide power to all parts.  Further
documentation of these wiring and electrical components are found in the appendix.  The solar
panel itself will provide power to the batteries via a solar charge controller and other power
converters.  In addition, a fuse block and voltage sensor will provide controlled voltage power
to all other components such as the relay, GPS module, PWM generator, and distance sensor.
Different color wiring was utilized in the project to help identify the different paths of direction.

Outlined fully in the Appendix, a So�ware Design Document (SDD) was prepared to provide
further instructions on the operation and functionality for programming the rover.  The
Turbine Analysis So�ware (including functionality and user interface) was responsible for
analyzing wind turbine footage to determine blade RPM.  The rover s̓ on-board so�ware utilized
a pre-planned GPS navigation system that provided idle, navigate, and record states for the
rover to follow.  The SDD also provides further detail on the “stop” and “end” waypoint
instructions fed to the rover to account for semi-autonomous navigation on the wind farm.

Further analyses were conducted to provide an operational overview of the capabilities of the
Oso Pequeno rover.  These analysis included a Power and Current Analysis to determine the
approximate power required for all electrical components. A solar analysis was also completed
to determine how much power the solar panel (at a zero degree tilt angle) would be able to
provide the two on-board batteries.  Furthermore, a range analysis was conducted utilizing the
previous studies to determine that the rover would be able to have enough power to cover and
inspect at least three turbines per week with a theoretical distance of 6.5km.  The cost analysis
also determined that the rover was a cost-effective prototype that came up under budget while
still achieving its broad functions.
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Summary
The Oso Pequeno team initially produced 7 primarily so�ware based acceptance tests to ensure
the rover could meet and adequately perform to the systems requirements. The testing was
performed mostly on a subsystem level to allow for simultaneous testing to occur on the
various subsystems. The team performed multiple dry runs that uncovered errors which the
team was easily able to remedy before the for run testing occurred. The team performed 5 out
of the 7 ATP tests and 2 additional integration tests not included in the ATP. All 5 tests passed
and performed as expected. The two tests not performed, Waypoint and Navigation, this was
due to the GPS coding integration. The rover demonstrated it was able to analyze the turbines,
correctly read weather and voltage and handle operational vibration. All completed data sheets
are included the ATP appendix

Introduction
Purpose
This Acceptance Test Plan (ATP) will explain all system and subsystem acceptance tests to be
performed using the Oso Pequeño Rover, including the detailed procedures, required
equipment/facilities, and estimated dates at which each test will be completed by. Prior to runs
for records, dry runs of each test will be conducted, and red lines will be made to the
procedures as needed. The rerun policy is outlined in the section below.

Rerun Policy
Any for record tests that do not pass the initial run, and user error has been ruled out, will be
subjected to the rerun policy. The basic rerun policy for testing will be to repeat the full
procedure five additional times. If the re-tests still donʼt yield the required results the team will
perform a root cause analysis and bring proposed solutions to sponsor and mentor before
continuing with testing.

All Acceptance Tests to be Performed
- Operational Analysis
- Waypoint
- Navigation
- Obstacle Detection
- Vibration
- Accuracy
- Power



Testing Order and Dates
Test Level Testing Order

Navigation Acceptance Test System 7

Obstacle Detection Acceptance Test System 5

Waypoint Acceptance Test System 6

Operational Analysis Acceptance Test Subassembly 2

Vibration Acceptance Test Subassembly 1

Accuracy Acceptance test Subassembly 3

Power Acceptance Test Subassembly 4

Acceptance Test Summary
Requirement

title
Oso Pequeño Subsystem

Computer Body Electronic Power
4.3.1 Operational

Analysis
Acceptance Test

The rover shall use a
high-definition camera

and detection systems to
record wind turbine

blades and doors, with
camera angles ±5° as

specified in the so�ware
for that point

So�ware will have
the camera focus
and record for 6
seconds on wind
turbines, and 2

seconds on doors.
Camera angle

shall be within 5°
of the angle
specified in

so�ware
4.1.3 Waypoints
Acceptance test

The rover s̓ GPS
navigation shall be tested

with various sets of
coordinates of different
numbers, distances, and

directions called
waypoints. The rover

shall pass within 2
meters of all designated

waypoints in a route,
given that an average
steering angle of no

more than 20° is required
between points. The

rover s̓ obstacle detection
shall be tested as stated

in section 4.2.1.

The computer will
maintain

programmed path
to each turbine

The computer
and steering
system will

maintain
programmed
path to each

turbine



4.1.4 Navigation
Acceptance Test

The rover shall come to a
full stop at each "stop"
and "end" waypoint.

So�ware will
navigate the rover

and stop at
designated

waypoints within
2m of the
waypoint.

4.2.1 Detection
Acceptance Test

The rover shall have at
least 1 basic sensors,

such as ultrasonic range
finders or other distance
sensors, that will detect
objects within specified

distance up to 10 feet and
stop the rover when

detected

Computer will use
camera as well as
proximity sensors

to determine if
obstacles of size
0.5 up to 10 feet

are in its path, and
stop the rover if it

is unable to
proceed due to an

obstruction
Vibration

Acceptance test
All electronic

components will remain
undamaged and in

working order.

Computer will still
function

Body has not
degraded or

broken

All electronic
components are
in working order

Batteries
remain in
working

condition
4.1.1 Accuracy

Acceptance Test
An anemometer will be

used to gather wind
speed, temperature, rain,

humidity, radiance and
wind direction will be

gathered for comparison
with theoretical values. 
The differences between
measured and theoretical
values will be evaluated

to determine the
measurements meet the
80% accuracy threshold.

Provide
meteorological
measurement

with minimum of
80% accuracy of
national weather

readings

N/A Give
measurements
of wind speed,
temperature,

rain, humidity,
radiance and

wind direction
for comparison
with theoretical
values to gather

minimum of
80% accuracy

Inspect
equipment to

conform to
NEMA 4 or

IP66
standards

4.3.2 Power
Acceptance Test

This test will verify that
the computer can read

battery supply.

Computer shall
monitor battery

life

Note: Highlighted areas indicate which test verifications are included in the ATP and the level at which
they are performed.

System Acceptance Tests



Waypoint Acceptance Test
Introduction:
This procedure outlines the waypoint acceptance test to be performed on the rover. This test
will be performed on the system level and will require the rover to be fully assembled.  This test
will verify the rover s̓ ability to navigate and pass within 2m of designated waypoints.

Referenced Documents:
Oso Pequeño System Requirements Document

Required Test Equipment:
Description Model Number Accuracy

Oso Pequeño Rover SW build 1.0 N/A

Waypoint marker N/A N/A

Table of Tests:
Test # Test Requirement

1.3 Waypoint Test Pass within 3m of waypoint.

Step-by-step Procedure:
1. Start the rover on a route with three waypoints in a line 30 feet apart.

a. Document set up of waypoint, include with Data sheet
2. Initiate rover to a waypoint

a. Observe Rover:
i. Mark on Test Sheet 1 for successfully passing within 3m of designated

waypoint
ii. Mark on Test Sheet 0 for failure to pass within 3m of designated waypoint

3. Calculate error for run
4. Repeat step 2 and 3, four additional times for a total of five tests.
5. If the rover successfully passes with 75% accuracy, modify waypoint configuration to

have the end waypoint at an angle of no more than 20˚ from the second waypoint, as
shown in figure below.

6. Repeat steps 2-4



Support Requirements:
Assume the device has been set up according to the manual prior to the beginning of each test.

Navigation Analysis Acceptance Test
Introduction:
This procedure outlines the navigation acceptance test to be performed on the rover. This test
will be performed on the system level and will require the rover to be fully assembled. This test
will be conducted at a student s̓ residence or large open area.  This test will verify the rover s̓
ability to navigate and stop at designated waypoints.

Referenced Documents:
Oso Pequeño System Requirements Document

Required Test Equipment:
Description Model Number Accuracy

Oso Pequeño Rover SW build 1.x N/A

Waypoint marker N/A N/A

Table of Tests:
Test # Test Requirement

1.4 Waypoint Test Stop at all three waypoint

Step-by-step Procedure:
1. Start the rover on a route with three waypoints.

a. Document set up of waypoint, include with Data sheet
2. Initiate rover to first waypoint

a. Observe Rover:



i. Mark on Test Sheet 1 for successfully stopping at designated start
waypoint

ii. Mark on Test Sheet 0 for failure to stop at designated start waypoint
b. Observe Rover

i. Mark on Test Sheet 1 for successfully continuing to next designated
waypoint

ii. Mark on Test Sheet 0 for failure to continue to next designated waypoint
c. Observe rover

i. Mark on Test Sheet 1 for successfully stopping at designated end
waypoint

ii. Mark on Test Sheet 0 for failure to stop at designated end waypoint
3. Calculate error for run
4. Repeat step 2 and 3, four additional times for a total of five tests.

Support Requirements:
Assume the device has been set up according to the manual prior to the beginning of each test.

Obstacle Detection Acceptance Test
Introduction:
This procedure outlines the obstacle detection acceptance tests to be performed on the rover.
The test is a system level test and will require the rover body. The test will be performed at a
student s̓ residence or an open area. This test verifies that the rover can stop when there is an
obstacle and continue once the obstacle is removed. An obstacle is classified as an object that is
at least 5”x5”x”5, could be a large rock, box or bush.

Referenced Documents:
Oso Pequeño System Requirements Document

Required Test Equipment:
Description Model Number Accuracy

Oso Pequeño Rover 1 N/A

Obstacle N/A N/A

Table of Tests:
Test # Test Requirement

1.5 Obstacle Recognition

Stop for obstacles, continue once
obstacle is removed rover is able
to move again



Step-by-step Procedure:
1. Perform power up sequence for rover
2. Determine obstacle(s) and record them on test sheet
3. Start the rover on a straight-line route
4. Place box in front of rover s̓ trajectory/line of vision

a. Observe Rover
i. Mark on Test Sheet 1 for successfully stopping

ii. Mark on Test Sheet 0 for failure to stop/colliding with obstacle
5. Perform Throttle check. (manually turn throttle to ensure no movement is possible)

i. Mark on Test Sheet 1 for not moving
ii. Mark 2 on Test Sheet 0 for moving

6. Remove the obstacle
a. Rover is able to move/continue

i. Mark on Test Sheet 1 for continuing
ii. Mark on Test Sheet 0 for failing to continue

7. Repeat steps 1-6 four additional times for a total of five tests.

Support Requirements:
Assume the device has been set up according to the manual prior to the beginning of each test.



Oso Pequeño Subassembly Acceptance Tests
Vibration Acceptance Test
Introduction:
This procedure outlines the vibration acceptance test to be performed on the rover conducted
outside at a student s̓ residence. The outdoor location used will have a graded dirt road, or some
mildly rough terrain to simulate the service roads of Oso Grande wind farm. This test verifies
that the rover and all components remain intake and unbroken.

Referenced Documents:
Oso Pequeño System Requirements Document

Required Test Equipment:
Description Model Number Accuracy

Oso Pequeño Electronic Box 1 N/A

Table of Tests:
Test # Test Requirement

1.1 Vibration
No broken components. Can still
function

Step-by-step Procedure:
1. Inspect Electronic Box  assembly.
2. Record state of all assemblies on Vibration Data Sheet.

a. Excellent, good, fair, poor
3. Place the assembly in a truck bed secured with bunjees.
4. Drive 50� on a mildly graded dirt road.
5. Stop driving.
6. Inspect electronic box.
7. Record current state of all assemblies on Vibration Data Sheet

a. Excellent, good, poor
8. Repeat steps 2-10 four additional times. (for a total of five tests)
9. Power off rover

Support Requirements:
Assume the device has been set up according to the manual prior to the beginning of each test.



Accuracy Acceptance Test
Introduction:
This procedure outlines the accuracy acceptance test to be performed on the rover. This test is
a computer-based test and will be performed outside. This test verifies that the chosen
metrological devices accurately measure and record the operating temperatures with 80%
accuracy as defined by the National Weather Service or phone with location settings on. This
test will be conducted on multiple days with various weather types to ensure accuracy.

Referenced Documents:
Oso Pequeño System Requirements Document

Required Test Equipment:
Description Model Number Accuracy

Oso Pequeño Rover 1 N/A

Adafruit BME280 13676 N/A

Location enabled Phone N/A N/A

Table of Tests:
Test # Test Requirement

2.1 Accuracy
Provide measurements within ≥
80% accuracy

Step-by-step Procedure:
1. Power up SparkFun Atmospheric Sensor (PN 13676).
2. Record current temperature and general weather conditions (i.e, raining, snowing,

sunny) using a location enabled cell phone.
3. Start Oso Pequeño computer program
4. Allow Oso Pequeño program to register SparkFun Atmospheric Sensor s̓ readings.
5. Record computer s̓ reading on Accuracy Data Sheet
6. Repeat steps 1-6 four additional times for a total of five tests.
7. If possible, Repeat steps 1-7 over multiple days with varying conditions.

Support Requirements:
Assume the device has been set up according to the manual prior to the beginning of each test.
The provided answers will be recorded and checked against phone provided actuals.



Operational Analysis Acceptance Test
Introduction:
This procedure outlines the analysis acceptance test to be performed on the rover s̓ computer
program. The test is computer based and can be performed without the rover body at a
student s̓ residence. This test verifies that the rover s̓ program can correctly analyze the
turbine's RPM.

Referenced Documents:
Oso Pequeño System Requirements Document

Required Test Equipment:
Description Model Number Accuracy

Oso Pequeño Rover Analysis
So�ware 1 N/A

Turbine footage N/A N/A

Video player with frame-by-frame
support N/A N/A

Table of Tests:
Test # Test Requirement

2.2 Analysis Error within 15%

Step-by-step Procedure:
1. Upload footage of wind turbine blades making at least a full revolution to the footage

directory of the so�ware s̓ Python file
2. Start program.  Enter the file name of the footage to be analyzed, click “OK”
3. Select a point in the footage where the desired turbine s̓ blades fully pass-through the

frame.
4. Click “analyze” and observe the calculated RPM

a. Mark on Test Sheet 1 if program registers turbine blades passing
b. Mark on Test Sheet 0 if failure to register turbine blades

5. Open footage in VLC, and manually count the frames that it takes for the turbine to
complete a full revolution (using the “e” key to move frame-by-frame (F-B-F))

6. Manually calculate the RPM (formula found on Test Sheet)
7. Record registered RPM and calculated RPM on Test Sheet.
8. Calculate the error between the two RPMs
9. Repeat steps 2-8, four additional times (a total of five test to be completed)
10. Record on Data sheet



Support Requirements:
Assume the device has been set up according to the manual prior to the beginning of each test.

Power Acceptance Test
Introduction:
This procedure outlines the power acceptance tests to be performed on the rover. The test will
require the computer and battery and can be performed with components listed or as a system
level checkout. This test will be performed at a student s̓ residence. This test verifies that the
rover s̓ computer has a sufficient power supply from the battery to operate.

Referenced Documents:
Oso Pequeño System Requirements Document

Required Test Equipment:
Description Model Number Accuracy

Oso Pequeño Rover 1 N/A

ExpertPower 12V 50Ah Lithium
LiFePO4 Battery EP1250 N/A

Multimeter N/A 0.01

Table of Tests:
Test # Test Requirement

2.3 Power Monitoring
So�ware verifies battery can
operate.

Step-by-step Procedure:
1. Record set up of test on corresponding test sheet

a. All up round
b. Component test

2. Record DMM make, model and accuracy on Test Sheet
3. Power on unit under test (UUT)
4. Place DMM  probes on battery
5. Record the voltage
6. Record voltage reading produced  by rover s̓ on-board computer
7. Verify the so�ware registered battery supply

a. Mark 1 for successfully registering battery supply
b. Mark 0 for failure to recognize battery supply

8. Repeat steps 3- 6 four additional times. (for a total of five tests)



Support Requirements:
Assume the device has been set up according to the manual prior to the beginning of each test.

Data Sheets
Accuracy Acceptance Test Data Sheet

Vibration Acceptance Test Data Sheet

Operational Analysis Acceptance Test Data Sheet

Power Acceptance Test Data Sheet



Obstacle Acceptance Test Data Sheet

Waypoint Acceptance Test Data Sheet

Navigation Acceptance Test Data Sheet



Analysis Test Sheet

Conclude whether or not the test was successful. 0 = Failure, 1 = Successfully registered Turbines

Turbine
Register

Case Number

Test 1: Test 1 RPM: Test 1 F-B-F RPM: Test 1 Error:

Test 2: Test 2 RPM: Test 2 F-B-F RPM: Test 1 Error:

Test 3: Test 3 RPM: Test 3 F-B-F RPM: Test 1 Error:

Test 4: Test 4 RPM: Test 4 F-B-F RPM: Test 1 Error:

Test 5: Test 5 RPM: Test 5 F-B-F RPM: Test 1 Error:

Average Accuracy: Pass/Fail

Signatures:

Tester:

Witness:



Models and Analyses

The Table of Models and Analyses represents the different equations, models and tools that
were incorporated into the initial design of our rover.

Here were the starting points that our team used to try and apply to determine how different
operational features would affect the rover.



Wind and Lift Analysis Section



Solar Analysis Section

Range Analysis Section



Braking Analysis Section

Vibration Isolation Analyses

Weather and Environmental Protection Analyses



Stress Analysis

The current model utilizes a linear actuator that replaced the original steering differential.  Part
of the analyses and testing included utilizing SolidWorks simulations to determine how the parts
would react under severe stress.  As shown here, the current linear actuator mounting model is
able to withstand considerable stress before bending providing the rover with a functional
steering system.



In order to ensure the integrity of the solar panel, it was important for the team to conduct
analyses on the support arms of the mounting kit. It was found that the support arms are more
than able to withstand the weight and provide strong support to the solar panel and mounting
brackets to the solar panel itself.

Finally, the team purchased a set of L-brackets which were certified for at least 35lb heavy duty
stainless steel.  The analyses found that by welding two L-brackets to the rover itself, were more
than able to provide support to a fully assembled and equipped electronics enclosure.  Both
brackets will withstand the weight of the electronics enclosure, plate, and electronics and
prevent any movement or tipping of the enclosure box itself.  Overall, it was found that these
analyses meet the requirements of providing good mounting supports.



Acceptance Test Results

● Additional test results will become available in this section as the team completed the
final design of the rover and utilizes the forms outlined in the Acceptance Test
Procedures section.

● The data sheets (as shown in the ATP section) will be outlined and completed here to
show the tests that the completed rover has passed.

● As of the time of this assignment, the team is in the process of working on completing
the testing as outlined in the ATP.  Unfortunately, due to the testing in progress, we were
unable to incorporate them into this outline



Final Budget Summary

● Sponsor asked that any additional budget be used to buy replacement parts for any at
risk components. These parts will be assessed based on the needs of the sponsor.



Lessons Learned
The entire engineering senior design experience has been a stream of important

lessons. The team learned the importance of taking roadblocks in stride, adhering to a set
schedule, efficient communication, and utilization of each team member's unique background.

From the initial design, to the wiring and fabrication, the team seemed to run into
roadblocks the entire way. In the first few months the team lost a member, which placed a large
burden on the team, especially the computer engineer. In response the team decided to
redistribute the tasks/load to the remaining team member and bear down. The team ran into
conflicting schedules in the group which hindered availability to meet and conduct meetings, this
was especially an issue during the assembly process. Despite the conflicting schedules the
team was able to find times that worked to achieve the end goal. While the rover experienced a
few flaws in the assembly process, especially the integration of the junction boxes. The original
drawing hadn’t accounted for the limited clearance between the electronics box mounting
brackets and the NEMA rated battery enclosure, the team had to ‘think on the fly’ and develop
an easy solution that wouldn’t produce any delays in schedule ro additional costs. The final
solution was to install the junction boxes upside down, with the lids screwing away from the
electronic box mounts. Even though the team faced many obstacles the team used creative,
innovative thinking still to work through them and complete this outstanding project.

Adhering to a set schedule was a very important lesson the team wished to have learned
earlier on in the project. As the team developed a plan for the analysis, design, assembly, and
testing of the rover they were not as detail oriented as they should have been and definitely
ambitious when setting the dates for milestones. Once the dates were set, the team started
plugging away each day to meet the deadlines they placed. Within a few months the team
started to break down the tasks so they were much more manageable to help track the progress
more accurately.

With three mechanical engineers, one computer engineer, and one industrial engineer,
we all shared the same passion for engineering and innovation, which made working together
seamless at times. However, what made the team exceptional were the variety of backgrounds
and unique experiences each team member brought to the group. As the team learned more
about one another, they began to contribute to the project in areas that were outside of their
studied discipline. Unique experiences and concepts learned outside of the class room from
personal projects, work, clubs etc. served to be one of the many factors that lead to the team’s
success.

Summary
The Oso Pequeno team was able to successfully develop, build, code, integrate and test an
autonomous rover able to accurately calculate the RPM and power output for a turbine,
determine if the turbine’s service door is open, provide accurate weather information, use solar
power to operate and safely navigate around a turbine farm. This project was a proof of concept
for the sponsor, which met the scope of work and requirements laid out by the sponsor. The
project was produced under the $4000 budget proving to TEP that a workable prototype was
conceivable despite time and budget constraints. While the team did face challenges, it allowed



the team to think quickly and creatively to keep the project on track. The team made extensive
SolidWorks models to assist with the integration and assembly, allowing for a better
understanding of the rover’s build. The software was broken down into 2 major programs with
many minor programs included, these programs were written in an agile style method, with
coding sprints followed by a short round of testing. Integration started with the electronics box to
allow for the brains to be brought together. The body then followed with some additional
modifications made to allow for an easier integrator/operator experience.  The rover passed all 5
of 5 tests that were performed, well within any required tolerance. Overall, the level of design
and effort worked on this project allowed it to be deemed the “Most Outstanding Project” as
judged by a panel of former and current dean’s for the Craig M. Berge Dean’s Award.
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Definitions and Acronyms
Device Identifiers

Device Identifier in TDP Device Name Part Nr.

Quad (includes frame and
propulsion mechanism)

Razor Dirt Quad B07SLG9B27

Computer CanaKit Raspberry Pi 4 8GB Starter CD55M

PWM generator Adafruit PCA9685 815

GPS module SparkFun GPS-RTK2 Board 15136

GPS antenna SparkFun GNSS Multi-Band Antenna 15192

ADC Adafruit ADS1115 1085

Atmospheric sensor Adafruit BME280 13676

Multimeter Adafruit INA260 4226

Distance sensor TFmini Plus Li-DAR Module 8541545775

Relay Eagles ESP8266 Relay Module B07GBS62GX

Camera Arducam Complete High Quality Camera
Bundle

B0241

Camera pan-tilt UCTRONICS Pre-Assembled 2 DoF Pan
Tilt Digital Servo Kit

U6112

Motor driver Assembled Actobotics Dual Motor
Controller

605045

Linear actuator Progressive Automation Mini Linear
Actuator

PA-14-2-150

Weather kit (includes
anemometer, weather
vane, and rain gauge)

SparkFun Weather Meter Kit 15901

Table 0: List of device identifiers used in this document, and what part they correspond
to



Introduction
Purpose
This technical design package will include a detailed description of the design features,
drawings, models, analyses, so�ware design documents, acceptance test plans, instruction
manuals, and any other documents that may be of importance for the Oso Pequeño rover.

Project Overview
In order to measure the performance of the wind turbines within a wind farm or know if
security doors at the base of the turbines have been opened, a technician would need to drive
out to the wind farm and evaluate each of the turbines individually. From there, the technician
would need to drive back to headquarters and report his findings. To remove the human
element from this process, the Oso Pequeño rover prototype will roam across the wind farm
and measure the meteorological data of each turbine on a weekly basis, and store all of the
information if processed onto a usb drive.

System Block Diagram

Figure 1: System Block Diagram of Oso Poqueno Prototype



System Architecture

Figure 2 : Autonomous Wind Farm Surveyor Robot System Architecture

The System Architecture figure displays the four main components of our autonomous robot.
These components include the Computer, Body, Electronics, and Power Assembly.  Each of
these components are further divided into sub-components, as shown, each fulfilling a
particular requirement making up the rover.

System Requirements Traceability
Table 1 displays each of the requirements organized by the system architecture as outlined in
Figure 2.  Each system requirement is labeled with a particular verification method of T for T
for Test, I for Inspection, A for Analysis and D for Demonstration.



Table 1: Independent Rover Verification
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Drawing
Numbers Drawing/Document/Analysis

Rover Frame

1 Bill of Materials

100 Computer Assembly

110 Raspberry Pi Computer

200 Physical Assembly

210 Razor Dirt Quad Chassis

220 Steering Assembly

221 Steering Differential

222 Linear Actuator

223 Linear Actuator Mount

230 Vibration Isolator Pads

240 Steel Bars

250 Nema Box

260 Electronics Plate Assembly

261 Aluminum Sheet

262 Anti-Vibration Mounts

270 Screws, Nuts, and Accessories

300 Electronics Assembly

310 Camera Pan-Tilt Assembly

311 Arducam Camera

312 Camera Pan Tilt Kit

320 GPS Navigation Module

330 Propulsion Motor

340 Obstacle Sensor

350 Weather Station Kit

351 Pressure, humidity, and temperature gauge

360 Driver for Linear Actuator

400 Power Assembly

410 Solar Panel

420 Solar Controller

430 ADC

440 Batteries



450 GPS Antenna

460 Power Processing

461 12v-24v PSU

462 12v fulse block

463 12v-5v USB-C PSU

464 12v-3.3v PSU

465 5v PWM generator

466 12c-5v PSU



IDL Table
Part to Mount Part # Quantity Released Verified Accepted

Electronics Board

Computer CD55M 1

GPS 15136 1

Solar Charge Controller SS-10L-12V 1

Voltage meter 4226 1

Pressure, humidity, and
temperature gauge 13676 1

ADC 1085 1

GPS Antenna 15192 1

12v-24v PSU DC1224-25 1

12v fulse block CS-664A1 1

12v-5v USB-C PSU B086KTGRH1 1

12v-3.3v PSU TRTCC1039 1

5v PWM generator 815 1

12c-5v PSU 1

Side Mounts

Battery EP1250 2

Steering Mounts

Steering motor 23HS45-4204S 1

Steering motor driver DM542T 1

Li-Dar Mount

Distance Sensor 8541545775 1

Camera Mounts

Camera B0241 1

Camera movement U6112 1

Other Top Mounts

Solar Panel B00BCRG22A 1

Anemometer, rain gauge 15901 1

System Models and Analysis

Size/Weight

Cost Restraints

Solar Powered and Weekly
Inspection



Mechanical Assemblies and Drawings

3.1) Pan-Tilt Servo and Camera Mounting



3.2) Pan Tilt Mounting Assembly



3.3) Pan-Tilt Exploded View and Parts



3.4) Linear Actuator Integration and Mounting



3.5) Obstacle Sensor (Li-Dar) Assembly and Mounting



3.6) Battery and Battery Case Assembly



3.7) Battery Case Mounting



3.8 ) NEMA 4 Enclosure and Weather Meter Kit Mount Assembly





3.9) Electronics Plate Assembly and Bill of Materials





3.10) RMP 3003 H14 Aluminum Sheet Plate for Electronics



3.11) Solar Panel Mounting Assembly







3.12) Solar Panel Mounting Bill of Materials



3.13) Rover Frame with Cuts for Wires



Wiring Overview

Communications wiring overview.  Arrows indicate one-way flow of information

Power wiring overview.  Arrows indicate one-way flow of energy

Connection/Wire Table
From Device Pin/Wire Signal Color Gauge

(AWG)
To Device Pin/Wire



Computer GPIO 2 (SDA) I2C (0x48) Yellow/Orange 22+ ADC SDA

I2C (0x77) 22+ Atmospheric
sensor

SDI

I2C (0x40) 22+ Multimeter SDA

I2C (0x41) 22+ PWM generator SDA

GPIO 3 (SCL) I2C (clk) White/Blue 22+ ADC SCL

22+ Atmospheric
sensor

SCK

22+ Multimeter SCL

22+ PWM generator SCL

GPIO 1 (3.3V) 3.3 VDC Red 22+ ADC VDD

22+ Atmospheric
sensor

VIN

22+ Multimeter VCC

22+ PWM generator VCC

GPIO 9 (GND) Ground Black 22+ ADC GND

22+ Atmospheric
sensor

GND

22+ Multimeter GND

22+ PWM generator GND

GPIO 10
(MOSI)

SPI Orange 22+ GPS module RX/MOSI

GPIO 9
(MISO)

Violet 22+ TX/MISO

GPIO 11
(SCLK)

White 22+ SCK

GPIO 8 (CE0) Yellow 22+ CS

GPIO 14 (TX) UART White 22+ Distance sensor RXD

GPIO 15 (RX) Green 22+ TXD

GPIO 6 3.3V digital Yellow 22+ Relay IN

DSI MIPI N/A N/A MIPI-HDMI
Converter

MIPI slot

MIPI-HDMI
Converter

HDMI port HDMI N/A N/A Camera HDMI port

PWM
generator

PWM 0 5V PWM
signal

Yellow 22+ Pan servo Orange wire

PWM 1 Yellow 22+ Tilt servo Orange wire

PWM 2 Orange 22+ Actuator
controller

IN1

V+ 0 5 VDC Red 22+ Pan servo Red wire



V+ 1 5 VDC Red 22+ Tilt servo Red wire

GND 0 Ground Brown/Black 22+ Pan servo Brown wire

GND 1 Ground Brown/Black 22+ Tilt servo Brown wire

GPS module U.FL pin N/A N/A N/A GPS antenna SMA plug

ADC A0 Analog 0-5V Blue/Yellow 22+ Anemometer Voltage
Divider

A1 Blue/Yellow 22+ Weather vane N/A

Blue/Yellow 22+ 68k Resistor N/A

A2 Blue/Yellow 22+ Rain gauge Voltage
Divider

Relay COM 5V Digital Black 22+ Propulsion
controller,

throttle

Red wire, in

NO Ground Blue 22+ Red wire, out

Actuator
Controller

M2B 12 VDC Max Red 22+ Linear actuator Red wire

M2A Ground Black 22+ Black wire

P2 - Ground White 22+ White wire

P2 + 5 VDC Yellow 22+ Yellow wire

P2 P Analog 0-5V Blue 22+ Blue wire

Solar charge
controller

PV + 24 VDC Max Red 12 Solar panel Output +

PV - Ground Black 12 Output -

BATT + 12 VDC Red 12 Le� battery + Terminal

BATT - Ground Black 12 - Terminal

LOAD + 12 VDC Red 12 Fuse Block + In

LOAD - Ground Black 12 - In

Le� battery + Terminal 12 VDC Red 12 Right battery + Terminal

- Terminal Ground Black 12 - Terminal

+ Terminal 12 VDC Red 12 12v-24v regulator Input +

- Terminal Ground Black 12 Input -

12v-24v
regulator

Output+ 24 VDC Red 12 Propulsion
controller

Battery +

Output - Ground Black 12 Battery -

Fuse Block + Out 12 VDC Red 22+ Actuator
controller

Battery +

- Out Ground Black 22+ Battery -

+ Out 12 VDC Red 22+ 12v-5v regulator Input +

- Out Ground Black 22+ Input -

+ Out 12 VDC Red 22+ 12v-3.3v
regulator

Input +

- Out Ground Black 22+ Input -

+ Out 12 VDC Red 22+ 12v-5v USB-C Input +



regulator- Out Ground Black 22+ Input -

+ Out 12 VDC Red 22+ Multimeter Vin+

12v-5v
regulator

Output + 5 VDC Red 22+ PWM generator U+

Output - Ground Black 22+ GND

Output + 5 VDC Red 22+ Distance sensor +5V

Output - Ground Black 22+ GND

Output + 5 VDC Red 22+ Anemometer +5V

Output - Ground Black 22+ Voltage
divider GND

Output + 5 VDC Red 22+ Weather vane +5V

Output - Ground Black 22+ Voltage
divider GND

Output + 5 VDC Red 22+ Rain gauge 68k resistor

Output - Ground Black 22+ GND

12v-3.3v
regulator

Output + 3.3 VDC Red 22+ GPS module 3V3

Output - Ground Black 22+ GND

12v-5v USB-C
regulator

Output 5V, USB-C N/A N/A Computer USB-C Port
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Introduction
Purpose
This so�ware design document (SDD), presented alongside the rest of this project s̓ TDP, will
explain the structure and functionality of both the on-board rover control so�ware and the
external desktop-based analysis so�ware, as well as all their respective sub-components and
their relations.

Scope
The Oso Pequeño Rover is an autonomous vehicle used to record video footage of wind turbines
as well as collecting data on surrounding meteorological conditions, which can be used to
monitor the performance of a wind farm.  The so�ware on board the rover (ROBS) enables it to
perform these functions.  A separate piece of so�ware, the Turbine Analysis So�ware (TAS),
aids a user in determining the RPM of a wind turbine from video footage on a desktop
computer.  This document explains how each respective piece of so�ware and their subsystems
work together to fulfill so�ware system requirements.

Definitions and Acronyms
General Purpose Input-Output (GPIO): A digital signal pin on a microcontroller which is
agnostic to the signal being carried, and which can be used for both inputs and outputs.

Pulse Width Modulation (PWM): A type of digital signal where the portion of each pulse being
1 (on) determines the power being sent.

Graphical User Interface (GUI): An interface which allows a user to interact with so�ware
through the use of buttons, rather than terminal commands.

So�ware Design Document (SDD):

Universal Serial Bus (USB): A type of interface used to send data between a computer and its
peripherals.

Turbine Analysis So�ware (TAS): One of the two pieces of so�ware outlined in this document,
which aids a user in extracting rotational speed from footage of wind turbines.

Robot s̓ On-Board So�ware (ROBS): One of the two pieces of so�ware outlined in this
document.  Is responsible for utilizing the rover s̓ hardware (including sensors and actuators) in
order to allow the rover to perform its duties.



Revolutions Per Minute (RPM): A unit of rotational speed, denoting the number of full turns
which occur every minute.

Computer Vision (CV): The use of so�ware to extract information from images or video

Modal Dialog: A type of GUI element which appears separate from the main GUI, and forbids
interaction with the main GUI until the dialog s̓ conditions are satisfied.

Path: A list of folders separated by slashes specifying the location of a file or folder

Hue-Saturation-Value (HSV): A manner of identifying a color by specifying its hue, saturation,
and value as separate parameters, rather than using direct red blue and green amounts.

Inter-Integrated Circuit (I2C): A simple communication standard for microcontroller
peripherals which allows multiple devices to easily share the same communication line.

Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI): A communication standard for microcontroller peripherals
which allows for simultaneous two-way data exchange between master and slave devices.

Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC): A device which represents analog signals as a series of
digital pulses, allowing them to be interpreted by a digital-only computer.

Global Positioning System (GPS): Navigation system allowing for the coordinates of a device on
the Earth to be obtained.

Universal Asynchronous Receiver-Transmitter (UART): A communication standard for
microcontroller peripherals which does not use a clock (asynchronous)

Proportional Integral-Derivative (PID): A control loop mechanism that takes into account
current deviation from the ideal state, cumulative past deviations from the ideal state, and rate
at which the ideal state is being approached in order to adjust outputs such that the ideal state is
reached quickly but with minimal overshoot.



Turbine Analysis So�ware CSCI
Overview
Summary
The Turbine Analysis So�ware (TAS) is a piece of desktop so�ware which aids a user in
determining the rate at which a wind turbine is spinning, specified in RPM, from video footage.
This is accomplished by using computer vision (CV) to track color changes at a point selected
by the user.  The color changes correspond to a turbine blade passing into and out of the point.
The user interacts with the so�ware using a graphical user interface (GUI).  Note that all GUI
representations in the following sections are intended to show function, that is, their
appearance and aesthetic is bound to be different from what is shown in this document.

The Python programming language was chosen for writing this so�ware due to its ease of use
for beginners, as there is only one person proficient with programming on the team, as well as
its well documented integration with the computer vision so�ware package OpenCV, which will
be used to implement color change tracking.

Architecture
This so�ware is intended to be run on a standard desktop/laptop computer capable of running
Python.  It must have monitor, keyboard, and mouse functionality, as well as some ability to
receive video files.  No other hardware is required.



Functionality
Functionality Flowchart

Figure 1: TAS Functionality Flowchart

The figure above serves as a visual description of the control flow in the program in response to
a user s̓ actions.  The function, flow, and GUI of each node is documented in the sections below:

“Path to footage” Dialog

Figure 2



Upon starting the so�ware, the user is first greeted with their operating systems̓ file search
modal dialog.  The user selects the file which they wish to analyze.

Figure 3

If the specified file was unable to be opened by the so�ware (for instance, because the
file does not exist, or because it is not an accepted video file format), the user is alerted
with another modal dialog (figure 3) and they are returned to the “Path to footage”
Dialog, with the text input cleared.

If the specified file was found, the main “Pick Point to Track Color Change” GUI is
shown.

“Pick Point to Track Color Change” GUI

Figure 4.  To the le�, before selecting a point. To the right, a�er
selecting a point and advancing a few frames

This is the “main” GUI of the program, which displays the video which the user has selected.
The user places a marker by le� clicking on the video. The so�ware will count the frames that
it takes for a turbine s̓ blades to pass through the point twice, and use this to calculate the
rotational speed in RPM of the corresponding wind turbine.

The video is advanced by one frame by pressing the space bar.  Holding the space bar
effectively plays the video



Note that X-ing out of the “Pick Point to Track Color Change” GUI does NOT terminate the
program, but rather terminates the current frame. This has the same effect as pressing the
space bar.  To exit from this screen, press the “q” key, which will unload the video and GUI, and
return the user to the “Path to footage” Dialog.

If the so�ware is able to determine the RPM of the wind turbine, the user is prompted
with the “Display RPM / Keep Result” Dialog.

If the end of the video is reached by the so�ware and a rotational velocity has not been
determined, the user is returned to the “Path to footage” Dialog

“Display RPM / Keep Result” Dialog

Figure 6

This GUI element is a modal dialog which alerts the user that a rotational speed value has
successfully been determined.  The RPM is displayed and the user is prompted on whether they
wish to keep this data point.

If the user responds in the affirmative, the datapoint is logged in a CSV file (see the
section “Data Input-Output” for details), the “Pick Point to Track Color Change” GUI
disappears, and the user is returned to the “Path to footage” Dialog.

If the user responds in the negative, the dialog disappears, allowing the user to interact
with the “Pick Point to Track Color Change” GUI again to select another point.

Computer So�ware Components
User Interface and Control Flow
The GUI (in all of its aspects, including the “main” GUI and dialog boxes) will be implemented
using the Python library Tkinter.  All of the so�ware s̓ functionality will be accessible through
mouse clicks with the exception of file name input, which is typed into the text input box of the



“Path to footage” dialog.  The control flow and interaction of all the GUI elements are specified
in the “functionality” section.

Data Input-Output
The TAS will look for a file entered into the text field in the “Path to footage” dialog via an
absolute path or a path relative to the directory that the Python script for the program is stored
in.  The file specified must be a video file in the .mp4 file format.  When data is collected and
saved, the name of the file used to produce the revolution speed value (without the extension) is
appended in one column to the bottommost row of a .csv file named rpm.csv, while the RPM
value itself is stored in the cell just to the right of the file name.  The rpm.csv file must be in the
same directory as the Python script used to run the code.  If the file does not already exist in
that directory, the program creates it.

Rotational Speed Calculator
Before the “Analysis” button can be pressed in the “Pick Point to Track Color Change” GUI, the
user must select a point on the video footage.  The so�ware will track the number of frames
between two turbine passes through that point.  This time is used to calculate the RPM rate
using the following formula:

The so�ware registers a turbine blade passing through the point by detecting a sudden color
gradient change, then reversion.  Therefore, this point must be selected by the user in such a
way that ensures a significant color difference between the background and the turbine, and
such that the background has no changes at the selected point that the so�ware could
misinterpret as a turbine blade.

The OpenCV library has built-in functionality for extracting the color or HSV values from
videos and images.  These along with functions like cv2.GaussianBlur() to get more of an
“average” sample, are being used to achieve this turbine detection functionality.  Currently, the
exact respective difference of hue, saturation, and value between samples which would
constitute a turbine blade pass are being fine tuned, and remain purposely undefined in this
document pending further revision.



Rover s̓ On-Board So�ware CSCI
Overview
Summary
The Rover s̓ On-Board So�ware (ROBS) is a piece of so�ware responsible for controlling the
rover through the use of data provided by on-board sensors, and executing actions via on-board
actuators and motors.  The so�ware navigates the rover on paths defined by waypoints, stopping
for any obstacles along the way.  These paths also have several stops along the way dedicated to
collecting meteorological data and video footage of nearby wind turbines.  This information is
saved into .csv and video files respectively for later retrieval by an external human agent.  The
rover shall decide whether or not to go out and collect footage based on time elapsed since last
data collection (data is collected approximately weekly), the current battery charge level, and
current weather conditions.

The Python programming language was chosen for writing this piece of so�ware due to its ease
of use for beginners, as there is only one person proficient with programming on the team, and
its extensive so�ware libraries and support for the electronic hardware being used (including
the GPIO of the chosen on-board computer to run the so�ware, the Raspberry Pi 4).

The so�ware on board the rover is treated as firmware and therefore providing a GUI for such
tasks as editing routes is considered outside the scope of this project, that is, a user interface for
these tasks will not be provided.  If routes need editing,is done within the Python code itself.
See User Manual for So�ware for more details.

Architecture
ROBS runs on the Raspberry Pi 4 computer built into the rover.  The Raspberry Pi functions
much like a regular desktop computer and runs a distribution of Linux, but is considerably less
powerful, smaller, draws less power, and has several GPIO pins built in, with their functionality
able to be accessed from Python libraries.  These GPIO pins are used to transmit and receive
signals from external hardware peripherals, which include the aforementioned sensors and
actuators.  A list of these peripherals and their connections is summarized in the table below:

Devices and Connections
Device Function Connection

Computer.  Runs so�ware (ROBS) which uses data collected
from inputs and sensors to control the rover using actuators
and motors

N/A

ADC. Allows computer to interpret analog inputs Computer

PWM generator.  Allows computer to output a PWM signal Computer



which is able to be interpreted by some devices (such as
motors) as an analog signal of equivalent power.

Motor driver for linear actuator. PWM generator

Relay to power propulsion motors on/off. Computer

GPS module.  Gives current coordinates of rover using
information received from antenna.

Computer

Atmospheric sensor.  Collects information on pressure,
temperature, and humidity

Computer

Multimeter.  Collects voltage and current information for
use in battery monitoring

Computer

GPS antenna.  Receives information from satellites
allowing GPS device to interpret current position on Earth.

GPS module

Distance sensor.  Allows for obstacles to be detected Computer

Camera.  Allows footage of wind turbines to be collected Computer

Camera pan-tilt mechanism.  Allows camera to be rotated
so that wind turbines appear in frame

PWM generator

Rover s̓ propulsion mechanism (including motor driver and
motors).  Will propel rover forward

Relay

Anemometer.  Allows wind speed to be calculated. ADC

Weather vane.  Provides current wind direction ADC

Rain gauge.  Provides time that it takes for rain bucket to be
filled with water

ADC

Linear actuator.  Pushes on steering bar to steer the rover Motor driver
Figure 8: Electronic devices and their functions. Some devices can be connected directly

to the computer, others must pass their signal through an intermediate (rightmost
column).  Intermediates are at the top of the table, above the dividing line

For information on the exact electrical wiring and communication method of these devices, see
the Wiring section of the TDP.  For information on the devicesʼ respective electrical
characteristics, see the Power/Current Analysis section of the TDP.



Functionality
Functionality State Diagram

Figure 9: State Diagram

The figure above serves as a visual description of the general functionality of the rover s̓
so�ware, which can roughly be divided into three states:  The rover idling until conditions are
suitable for data collection, then going back and forth between navigating to different data
collection points, and actually collecting the data. Once the end of a route has been reached,
the rover returns to the idle state.  The design of each of these states is detailed in the sections
below.



“Idle” State

Figure 10: “Idle” stateʼs state machine.  Note that names of functions
and variables do not necessarily correspond to actual identifiers in the

Python code

The rover begins in the “Idle” state, whose functionality is represented by the state machine
above.  In order to exit the state machine, several conditions must be met, as represented by
the state machine nodes.  Note that the design of the functions used in this state diagram are
specified in the Idle Checks section of this CSCI s̓ Computer So�ware Components.

The first of these conditions is time, in the Time Check node.  The rover is required to collect
data on a weekly basis.  However, the exact part of the week in which this happens is expected
to vary by as much as several days due to factors like time of year, time of day, and weather
which may delay subsequent conditions (battery charge and weather conditions).  Therefore, a
section of the code determines how long to stay on the first node in seconds.  The time returned
will be shorter if the last wait was ahead of a constant 7 day schedule, and will be longer if the
last wait was shorter.

The next node is Power Check, which determines if the battery has a sufficient amount of
power to perform a data collection run.  This will be based solely on the voltage reading
obtained from the multimeter.  The battery will be continually tested until a satisfactory voltage
level is read.



The next node is Weather Check, which determinese if conditions are conducive for data
collection.  These conditions include light levels as well as precipitation, as obtained from the
rain gauge and camera respectively.  If conditions are not satisfactory, the state machine reverts
to the Power Check node rather than staying on the Weather Check node.  This is so that the
rover does not move to the navigation state with a battery depleted by waiting for weather
conditions for a long time.

Once all conditions have been met, electronics required for rover navigation are enabled by
setting their corresponding “enable” booleans to True, and the rover s̓ overall state transitions
to the Navigation state.

“Navigate” State
The rover navigates around the wind farm through the use of routes, which consists of a series
of waypoints for the rover to follow.

For the purposes of navigation alone, the waypoint consists of an x and y coordinate specified
in meters from what is specified as the southwest corner of the wind farm, as well as a type.
The “proceed” type is meant to be moved through at full speed, the “stop” type is meant to be
stopped at and for the state to transition to the Record state, and the “end” type is also meant to
be stopped at, but transitions the rover s̓ state back to the Idle state.  The rover has a collection
of routes, which are iterated through sequentially every time the rover finishes its current route
by reaching an “end” type waypoint.

In order to control steering to enable navigation in curved routes, ROBS uses the coordinates of
the past and next waypoints to create a trajectory line.  The current coordinates of the rover, as
given by the GPS module, are used to find the error (distance to the trajectory line), which is fed
as input into a PID controller.  Note that the scale of wind farms is sufficiently small that the
curvature of the Earth is not taken into account for these calculations.
To proceed along a route, the “past” and “next” waypoints in a route are updated when the
current “next” waypoint has been reached.  The “proceed” type waypoint is considered to have
been reached when the rover crosses the line tangent to the current trajectory line.  The “end”
and “stop” type waypoints are considered to have been reached when the rover comes to a full
stop.

The rover s̓ propulsion is controlled through a simple activation/deactivation of its propulsion
motors at a constant voltage.  Once the rover reaches a threshold of distance from a “stop” or
“end” waypoint (as determined by the rover s̓ coordinates and the coordinates of that waypoint),
the motor will deactivate.  When the Navigate state is re-entered from Idle or Record, the motor
is activated again.  The threshold of distance for stopping will be determined experimentally
and this document will be updated accordingly at that time.



In addition to stopping at designated waypoints, the rover s̓ motors will also deactivate if an
obstacle is detected within 10 feet of its front by the LiDAR distance, and will stay stopped until
the obstacle is no longer detected.  Note that stopping the rover from obstacles does not count
as the rover having reached a “stop” or “end” waypoint if that is the type of the current next
waypoint.

“Record” State
Upon entering the Record state, the rover enables peripherals required for recording weather
and video footage, including the camera, camera pan/tilt mechanism, atmospheric sensor,
weather vane, and anemometer.  At least 5 readings are captured from the atmospheric sensor,
and are respectively averaged.  One reading is captured from each component of the weather
station kit.

The camera pan/tilt mechanisms s̓ servomotors are set to angles specified in the current “stop”
type waypoint by the camera_turbine Angle object, which has a pan and tilt parameter to be
specified.  The camera records footage for 6 seconds. The pan/tilt servomotors are then set to
angles specified by the camera_door Angle object. The camera records footage for an
additional 2 seconds, and is deactivated.

Captured readings and footage are labeled/named according to the name parameter specified
in the corresponding “stop” type waypoint.

The rover then returns to the Navigation state.

Computer So�ware Components
Peripheral Interfacing
A major component of ROBS is Python functions which utilize sensors to obtain a specific piece
of information ready to be used by other components of the so�ware (such as atmospheric
temperature), and functions which utilize actuators to achieve a specific and useful motion
(such as setting the camera pan to a specific angle). These functions are summarized below
using UML, roughly grouped by type of action performed or information obtained.  The
identifiers of these functions corresponds to what action is performed or what information is
obtained.  Also included are variables whose changing produces immediate outcomes as a
function call would.

Battery monitoring (utilizing Adafruit_CircuitPython_INA260 library):
get_voltage() : double

GPS (using Qwiic_Ublox_Gps_Py library):
get_position() : [double, double]



get_heading() : double

Weather (using adafruit_ads1x15 library):
get_temperature() : double
get_pressure() : double
get_humidity() : double
get_wind_speed() : double
get_wind_direction() : int
get_rain() : double

Actuation (camera functionality provided by the PiCamera library, PWM functionality provided
by adafruit_pca9685 library):

pan_angle : double
tilt_angle : double
steering_angle : double
GPIO.output(pin : int, enable : bool)
capture(path : string)
start_recording(path: string)
wait_recording(time : double)
stop_recording()

Distance:
get_distance() : double

Several of these functions consist mostly of just wrappers around functions provided by
libraries that will be used in this so�ware component, for example, get_humidity() and
bme280.humidity from the adafruit_bme280 library. Others will be developed largely from
scratch based on parameters found on manufacturer s̓ data sheets, such as what PWM
parameters to use to achieve different angles for the pan_angle parameter.

Idle Checks
As covered in the “Idle” State section, several conditions must be true before ROBS can proceed
to navigation and data collection, including a time, power, and environmental condition check.

In the idle state is code that determines how long the rover must wait in seconds before it can
proceed to check the other two conditions.  This time is initially 0 days the first time the Idle
state is run, and five days the second time.  For every Idle state therea�er, the wait_time()

function subtracts the amount of time for which the rover was in the Idle state last time from
one week, then adds this to one week and returns this value.  For instance, if the rover was on
its last idle state for 8 days, wait_time() will return 6 days.  This system ensures a weekly
schedule of windfarm inspection, accounting for possible delays due factors such as weather.

The idle state compares voltage readings obtained with get_voltage() to a specified
battery_threshold to ensure that the rover has enough power to complete a route. The voltage



curve on LiFePO4 batteries is quite shallow through most of the range, so several readings will
be used at a time then averaged out before any comparison occurs.

Various environmental conditions are checked to ensure that useful readings are able to be
obtained by the rover.  This includes the light_ok function to check that light levels are above
the specified threshold light_threshold, and the get_rain() function to make sure that the rain
rate is not above the specified threshold rain_limit.

Navigation Control
In order to get to waypoints from which appropriate data can be recorded, the rover will
autonomously navigate around the windfarm on a predetermined path using a PID controller
for steering, as covered in the “Navigate” State section. The PID controller will be implemented
using Martin Lundberg s̓ simple_pid library.  The terms of the PID controller (proportional,
integral, and derivative gains) will be chosen in such a way as to maximize the speed with
which error is decreased while minimizing overshoot, that is, the controller should neither be
overdamped nor underdamped.  The terms were deemed too difficult to determine analytically
to any useful degree of accuracy, and so remain undefined in this document until further
revisions.  This means that the terms will be manually tuned through trial-and-error, not an
uncommon practice for PID controllers.

Data Recording
When the rover stops at appropriate waypoints, data must be logged into a data.csv file from the
sensors, including current time as given by the operating system, temperature, humidity, wind
speed, and wind direction.  This data may be obtained in any order throughout the duration of
the stop, which several values (temperature, humidity, and wind speed) requiring multiple
samples to be averaged out for a final recorded value. In the meanwhile, the camera will record
6 seconds of footage pointed at the turbine s̓ blade coordinates, and 2 seconds of footage
pointed at the turbine s̓ door coordinates.  The file name for the footage will be in the mp4 file
format, and named according to the following scheme: year-month-day waypointName.mp4, for
instance, 2021-2-9 turbine1.mp4.

Human Interface
The primary interaction with external human agents to be supported by ROBS is the extraction
of data (the aforementioned data.csv file and wind turbine recordings).  This will be facilitated
by the data being written to a USB flash drive, which is able to be extracted and replaced by an
external human agent while the rover is in the Idle state.  The routes used for navigation, on the
other hand, will be treated by ROBS as “firmware” and no user interface will be provided for
modification of routes.  Changes to routes must be made directly in the ROBS Python code.



User Manual for So�ware
Turbine Analysis So�ware
In order to run the TAS, an installation of the latest version of Python 3 is required, along with
the cv2 and imutils libraries.  TAS can be launched from within any Python IDE, or from the
command line.

Operation of TAS is described in the Turbine Analysis So�ware CSCI section of the So�ware
Design Document.

Rover On-Board So�ware
Please read the Rover s̓ On-Board So�ware CSCI - Functionality section of the So�ware Design
Document before reading this manual.  It will explain the overall functionality of the rover.
This document specifies how to achieve that functionality.

Configuration
To configure and run the rover, only the configuration.py file needs to be edited.  Below are
the configuration options and what they mean:

mode To have the rover follow waypoints to inspect coordinates, set
this to Mode.movement.  Other values will tests various
components of the rover.

steering_proportional_gain The further away the rover is from its trajectory, the more
steering to apply to correct it

steering_integral_gain The more error has been accumulated over time (such as due
to steady state error), the more steering to apply to correct it

steering_derivative_gain The faster error is decreasing, the less steering to apply to
correct the error.  This helps prevent overshooting the goal.

time_to_stop How long to wait for rover to come to a halt once propulsion
has been disengaged

record_time How long videos of wind turbine blades should be
obstacle_distance How far away an obstacle has to be detected before propulsion

is disengaged
battery_threshold If the battery voltage is below this value, the rover will not exit

the Idle state
light_threshold If the lighting detected by the camera is below this value

(average of RGB across entire field of view), the rover will not
exit the idle state

rain_limit If rainfall exceeds this rate (in mm/h), the rover will not leave
the Idle state

check_wait How long to wait (in seconds) between checking conditions



again in the Idle state.  10 seconds recommended

Since readings were unable to be obtained from the GPS, PID controller parameters have not
been tuned.

Adding Routes
Note that since reading values from the GPS module has not been implemented, routes
currently do nothing.  The following is a planned implementation, and is what the overall
structure and code of ROBS has been designed around.

The rover moves to follow Routes, which are lists of Waypoints.  A Waypoint has most
fundamentally a position value, which has an x and a y position, which are the distances from
the southwest corner of the wind farm in meters. Since the implementation of reading GPS
values has not been completed, the exact coordinates of the southwest corner of the wind farm
have not been specified

In the example below, three waypoint are added to a route for the rover to follow:
w1 = Waypoint(0, 0)
w2 = Waypoint(30, 0)
w3 = Waypoint(60, 5, StopType.end)
routes.append([w1, w2, w3])

Several things to note:
- The final waypoint in a route must have a stop_type of StopType.end

- Once the end of a route has been reached, the rover enters the Idle state until its next
outing.  On its next outing, the rover will follow the next route in routes

- Because of this, it is important to keep in mind what position and orientation the
rover will be in when it ends one route, and begins another.  Routes should
generally connect seamlessly with one another

- Coordinates should be selected far enough apart and with a shallow enough angle that
the rover can actually follow them using its steering controller

In order to have the rover stop at a waypoint and collect data there, it s̓ stop_type parameter
must be designated StopType.stop.  Additionally, a name should be specified, which will be the
namesake for data and files generated by stopping at that waypoint, along with the pan/tilt
angles of the corresponding turbine s̓ blades and door respectively.

In the example below, a route is created with a stop waypoint:
w1 = Waypoint(0, 0)
w2 = Waypoint(30, 0, StopType.stop, "Turbine 1", Angle(60, 30), Angle(60, 5))
w3 = Waypoint(60, 5, StopType.end)
routes.append([w1, w2, w3])



Getting data
All data is saved to the USB flash drive inserted into one of the rover s̓ two external USB ports.
The flash drive must be named OSO_PEQUENO_DATA.  To obtain this data, simply remove the flash
drive, copy its contents to another computer, and put the flash drive back into one of the rover s̓
USB ports.

Sensor readings are appended to weather_data.csv when obtained.  Wind turbine footage is
named using the name of the corresponding waypoint, followed by the Unix timestamp of
when the footage was taken.
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Power/Current Analysis
Power Source Component Voltage Current Power

12v-5v USB-C
PSU

Computer 5V 540 mA avg, 1000 mA
peak

2.7 W avg, 5 W peak

Camera 3.3V 185 mA avg, 267.5mA
peak

0.61W avg, 0.88W peak

12v-5v regulator Distance sensor 5 V 130 mA avg, 200 mA
peak

0.7 W avg, 1 W peak

Weather station
kit

5 V 20 mA avg 0.1 W

Camera pan/tilt 5 V 1.6 A peak 8 W

12v-3.3v
regulator

GPS module 3.3V 130 mA avg 0.429 W

Atmospheric
sensor @ 1 Hz

3.3V 3 µA 10 µW

ADC 3.3V 200µA 66 µW

Multimeter 3.3V 1.25 mA 4.13 mW

Battery bank
(direct)

Motor driver,
linear actuator

12 V 5 A max 60 W

12v-24v
regulator

Propulsion
system

24 V 20 A max (40 A is seen by
battery)

480 W

Table 1 Power and Current Analysis

The USB-C PSU, the 12v-5v regulator, and the 12v-3.3v regulator are all rated for 3A.  Their
respective peak current draw adds up to 1.27, 1.82, and 0.13 mA, falling within the acceptable
range.

The 12v-24v regulator is rated for 24A.  The propulsion system will draw no more than 20A,
falling within the acceptable range.

The combined batteries have a maximum continuous current of 100 A.  The max current draw
as seen by the battery is under 50 A, falling well within the acceptable range.



Solar Analysis

Figure 1 Solar Analysis Chart

Using a 120 W solar panel under standard test conditions, it would take 10 sun-hours to charge
the rover s̓ 1200 Wh battery pack.  This is of course unrealistic as most days have only small
amount of such sun-hours, so a more realistic estimate, taking into account
weather/environmental factors and inefficiencies, was obtained by using a model from
PVWatts.  The location of Roswell, NM was used, with the solar panel facing south.  Using a 10°
incline in worst month (December) results in 2760 Wh per week.  Approximately 450 Wh/week
are used by the idling computer, leaving 2310 Wh for weekly inspections.  In the Range Analysis
section, one 1200 Wh charge is shown to be sufficient for an inspection, leaving a margin of
1110 Wh to account for particularly bad bouts for weather.



Range Analysis

Figure 2 Wind Farm Range Analysis

The rover is required to perform weekly wind farm inspections, with a coverage of at least three
wind turbines.  As shown in the figure above, the access road for a span of three turbines has a
length of 1.35 km.  Given that the battery bank capacity is 1200 Wh, or 4,320,000 N·m, and
assuming a weight of 150 lbs (margin of 78.3lbs to the current weight), or 666 N, the maximum
theoretical distance traversable is 6.5 km.  This is more than triple the required distance, giving
plenty of margin to account for motor inefficiencies and power consumption by non-motor
components (which is quite small by comparison, see Power/Current Analysis).

Cost Analysis and Parts List
Shows a cost analysis for the Oso Pequeno Rover Prototype.

Part Name Part Number Cost
CanaKit Raspberry Pi 4 8GB Starter Kit CD55M $140

SparkFun GPS-RTK2 Board - ZED-F9P 15136 $220

Solar Panel B00BCRG22A $150

Victron SmartSolar MPPT 100/15 SS-10L-12V $140

ExpertPower 12V 50Ah Lithium LiFePO4 Battery EP1250 $900

TFmini Plus Li-DAR Module 8541545775 $40

Arducam Complete High Quality Camera Bundle B0241 $100

Pre-Assembled 2 DoF Pan Tilt Digital Servo Kit U6112 $90

Razor Dirt Quad B07SLG9B27 $490

https://www.amazon.com/CanaKit-Raspberry-8GB-Starter-MAX/dp/B08956P7LC/ref=sr_1_9?dchild=1&keywords=raspberry%2Bpi%2B4&qid=1605477150&sr=8-9&th=1
https://www.amazon.com/Victron-SmartSolar-MPPT-75-10/dp/B075NQH3QW/ref=sr_1_9?dchild=1&keywords=mppt%2Bcharge%2Bcontroller&qid=1606571154&sr=8-9&th=1
https://www.amazon.com/MakerFocus-Short-Range-Distance-Single-Point-Measurement/dp/B07PWW3FWJ
https://www.amazon.com/UCTRONICS-Pre-Assembled-Digital-Building-Raspberry/dp/B085HDYTCQ


Adafruit INA260 4226 $10

Linear Actuator PA-14-2-150 $112
Assembled Actobotics Dual Motor Controller 605045 $100
SparkFun Weather Meter Kit 15901 $65

Adafruit BME280 13676 $15

Adafruit ADS1115 1085 $15

GNSS Multi-Band Antenna 15192 $65

Cllena DC/DC 12V to 24V Boost Converter DC1224-25 $60

WUPP 12 Volt Fuse Block CS-664A1 $20

Konnected 12V to 5V DC USB Type-C B086KTGRH1 $12

SMAKN Dc/dc Converter 12v Step Down to 3.3v TRTCC1039 $7

Adafruit PCA9685 815 $15

BINZET DC Converter Step Down Regulator N/A $10

Fire Retardant Silicone Foam With High Temp Adhesive -
1/4" Thick x 1/2"W x 10'L

WGB2272446 $41

3/4 Inch Square x 6 Ft. Long, Low Carbon Steel, Square
Welded Tube

#70863394 $26

YUMORE L Bracket, 5" x 3" Max Load N/A $7

Junction Box (Electronics Enclosure) WA121606GSC $115

Junction Box (Batteries) J887PVC $140

ExpertPower 12V 5A Smart Charger EPC125 $36

20 AWG electric wire, 6 * 26 � B084DM42JS $15

16 AWG electric wire, 2 * 25 � MP-C002-04-083 $16

10 AWG electrical wire, 6 � B085HWR892 $10

Anti-Vibration Mounts 52504 $25

Screws - Compression Mounts 5/16-18 (1") N/A $12

PCB Mounts and Spacers - M2.5,M3 M2, M2.5, M3
Spacers, Screws, Nuts

N/A $15

Aluminum Plate 12x24x0.125" OL-400270-12x24 $42

Pipe Converter N/A $15

Design day materials N/A $300

Expected taxes N/A $300

TOTAL: $3,891

The budget of this project is $4000.  The total cost amounts to $3,891, giving a margin of $109.

https://www.amazon.com/Weather-Meter-Kit-Anemometer-terminated/dp/B084DBXMPX/ref=pd_lpo_328_img_2/144-0505491-1886066?_encoding=UTF8&pd_rd_i=B084DBXMPX&pd_rd_r=442b7fb4-e3e3-46ea-80ff-d80f8c0e094b&pd_rd_w=hYAZt&pd_rd_wg=P9iSj&pf_rd_p=16b28406-aa34-451d-8a2e-b3930ada000c&pf_rd_r=5C93RS2GBEC2T7Q6Z5N7&psc=1&refRID=5C93RS2GBEC2T7Q6Z5N7#descriptionAndDetails
https://www.adafruit.com/product/2652
https://www.amazon.com/Cllena-Waterproof-Converter-Regulator-Transformer/dp/B089NJKF6Z/ref=sr_1_6?dchild=1&keywords=12v%2Bto%2B24v%2Bstep%2Bup%2B40a&qid=1606576018&sr=8-6&th=1#customerReviews
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B07GBV2MHN/ref=as_li_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=9325&creativeASIN=B07GBV2MHN&linkCode=as2&tag=johnmahon-20&linkId=de91360b0a45039ad9ba23a634499ef5
https://www.amazon.com/Type-C-Step-Down-Converter-Output-Waterproof/dp/B086KTGRH1#customerReviews
https://www.amazon.com/SMAKN%C2%AE-Converter-Power-Supply-Module/dp/B00H2CKFXQ#customerReviews
https://www.amazon.com/BINZET-Converter-Regulator-Regulated-Transformer/dp/B00J3MHRNO/ref=sr_1_14?dchild=1&keywords=12v%2Bto%2B5v&qid=1606573857&sr=8-14&th=1
https://www.amazon.com/YUMORE-Bracket-Max-Load-Stainless/dp/B07MZLLVXC/ref=sr_1_1_sspa?crid=YZPPPQKY1EQN&dchild=1&keywords=yumore+l+bracket+5x3&qid=1612861065&sprefix=Yumore+L+Bracket%2Ctools%2C207&sr=8-1-spons&psc=1&spLa=ZW5jcnlwdGVkUXVhbGlmaWVyPUEyTExETTcyUUhYMEczJmVuY3J5cHRlZElkPUEwNjE2OTIwMkFDQTdFRjdOU1JNSyZlbmNyeXB0ZWRBZElkPUEwNTA2OTAyVTVTNDlTWjFXTzk4JndpZGdldE5hbWU9c3BfYXRmJmFjdGlvbj1jbGlja1JlZGlyZWN0JmRvTm90TG9nQ2xpY2s9dHJ1ZQ==
https://www.amazon.com/ExpertPower-Charger-Lithium-Rechargeable-Batteries/dp/B082LV7RKL/ref=sr_1_3?dchild=1&keywords=expert%2Bpower%2Bbattery%2Bcharger&qid=1611881115&sr=8-3&th=1
https://www.novibes.com/Compression_Mounts/Standard_Compression
https://www.amazon.com/Stainless-Available-Socket-Screws-Thread/dp/B07D7G9BTG?th=1
https://www.amazon.com/Creative-Idea-Assortment-Computers-Replace-Fastener/dp/B07WSCZ2KH/ref=sr_1_7?dchild=1&keywords=Spacers+M2.5+M3&qid=1612781590&s=industrial&sr=1-7
https://www.amazon.com/Creative-Idea-Assortment-Computers-Replace-Fastener/dp/B07WSCZ2KH/ref=sr_1_7?dchild=1&keywords=Spacers+M2.5+M3&qid=1612781590&s=industrial&sr=1-7
https://www.amazon.com/RMP-125-3003-Aluminum-Sheet/dp/B01CITAE4M/ref=sr_1_27?dchild=1&keywords=aluminum+sheet+metal&qid=1612782310&refinements=p_72%3A1248921011&rnid=1248919011&s=industrial&sr=1-27



